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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are more and more frequently seen as a solution
to large-scale tracking and monitoring applications, because of their low-data-rate, low-energyconsumption, and short-range link network which provides an opportunity to monitor and
control the physical world to a previously unprecedented scale and resolution. In order to
achieve fault-tolerance of WSN, one must deal with the consensus problem. The consensus
problem occurs when the fault-free nodes in a distributed system can reach a common
agreement before performing specified in instances where faults may exist. The distributed
consensus is discussed in previous works. Most of consensus protocols can reach an agreement
by the way of fault masking. However, few of them can detect and locate the faulty components.
If the faulty components can be detected and located, then the network can be reconfigured to
maintain the performance and integrity of a distributed system. In this study, a new protocol is
proposed which can tolerate, detect and locate the maximum number of dual failure
transmission media to solve the consensus problem in a WSN.
Keywords: Wireless sensor network, Consensus, Fault tolerant, Fault diagnosis, Dual failure
mode.
1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a group of specialized autonomous sensors and
actuators with a wireless communications infrastructure, intended to monitor and control
physical or environmental conditions at diverse locations and to cooperatively pass their data
to a main location and/or pass their control command to a desired actuator through the network
[1]. WSNs are the key components of the emerging Internet-of-Things (IoT) paradigm. They
are now ubiquitous and used in a plurality of application domains. WSNs are still domain
specific and usually deployed to support a specific application [2].
The evolution in WSN, especially on the problems related to energy exhaustion, energy
harvesting, mobility and transmission, has open new perspectives for their usage in a smart city
application. Since WSNs are deployed in open areas without protection from disaster, they are
vulnerable to various types of attacks. Sensor nodes of WSN are essential for detecting various
kinds of data of the serious disasters in residential areas [3]. Moreover, the network
configuration underlying the emergency must be considered in setting up a new network.
Therefore, the stability and reliability of WSNs are important issues to keep environment good
for data transmission [4]. In other words, to propose a mechanism to allow all well-perform
nodes reach an agreement is necessary to ensure WSN stable and reliable.
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In a WSN environment, a mechanism to allow a given set of nodes to agree on a common
value is necessary for reliable application [5]. Such a unanimity problem was called agreement
problem [6]. It requires a number of independent nodes to reach agreement in cases where some
of components might be faulty. Namely, the goal of agreement is making the fault-free nodes
reach a common value. There are three kinds of agreement issues, the Byzantine agreement [6],
consensus [7] and interaction consistency (IC) [8]. In this study, the consensus problem of
WSN will be explored.
The consensus problem is defined by Meyer & Pradhan [7]. The solutions of consensus
problem are defined as protocols, which achieve a consensus and hope to use the minimum
number of rounds of message exchanges to achieve the maximum number of allowable faulty
capability. The definition of the problem is to make the fault-free nodes to reach consensus.
Each node chooses an initial value to start with, and communicates to each other by exchanging
messages. The nodes are referred to make a consensus if it satisfies the following conditions
[7]:
Consensus: All fault-free nodes agree on a common value.
Validity: If the initial value of each fault-free node ni is vi then all fault-free nodes shall agree
on the value vi.
But the most previous protocols for solving consensus problem are fault masking algorithms
to reach agreement [6]. Therefore, in a highly reliable fault tolerant distributed system, the
Fault Diagnosis Agreement (FDA) [9,10] is used to detect and locate the faulty components.
In this study, the proposed protocol solves the FDA problem if it meets the following
constraints:
(Agreement): All faulty-free nodes identify the common set of faulty components during
reaching consensus.
(Fairness): No faulty component is falsely detected as fault-free by any faulty-free node;
and no faulty-free node is falsely detected as faulty node by any faulty-free node.
In previous results [7], the consensus problem is based on the assumption of faulty
component is node only and the network is fail-safe. Based on this assumption, a transmission
medium (TM) fault is treated as a node fault, this treatment regardless of the validity of an
innocent node; hence, an innocent node does not involve a consensus. The assumption of
fallible component is node only contradicts the definition of consensus problem, which
stipulates that all faulty-free nodes should reach a common value in the consensus. Another not
reasonable assumption is that the failure type of faulty components is malicious only; however
the symptoms of failure types can be classified into dormant and malicious [6]. A dormant
faulty component always can be identified by the receiver if the transmitted message was
encoded appropriately (i.e. by NRZ-code, Manchester code) before transmission [11]. The
behavior of a malicious faulty component is unpredictable and arbitrary. The message
transmitted by a malicious faulty component is random or arbitrary. It is the most damaging
failure type and causes the worst problem. In this study, the consensus problem is revisited to
enlarge the fault tolerant capability by allowing dual faulty TMs (both dormant fault and
malicious fault) exist in the WSN.
On the other hand, in this study, a new method to detect/locate the faulty components is
proposed. So the proposed protocol can use the minimum number of rounds of message
exchanges to tolerate/detect/locate d dormant faults and m malicious faults which exist
simultaneously in a WSN to reach a consensus, where m≤(n-d-3)/2 and n is the number of
nodes in a WSN.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes the detail descriptions of
the proposed protocol Fault Diagnosis Consensus (FDC). In Section 3, an example of executing
the proposed is given. Section 4 provides the correctness of FDC. Section 5 gives the
conclusion.
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2. The Proposed Protocol
The proposed protocol Fault Diagnosis Consensus (FDC) of WSN which can solve the
consensus problem with dual failure TMs in a WSN. The parameters used in this study are set
as follows:
 n:
the total number of nodes in a WSN.
 d:
the number of allowable dormant faulty TMs.
 m:
the number of allowable malicious faulty TMs.
 vi:
the initial value of node i.
 λ:
the value substituted for the received value from a dormant faulty TM.
the vector is stored in node i and the elements of vector Vi = [v1, v2,…, vj,…,
 Vi:
vn] are received from node j, for 1≤j≤n.
 MATi:
the 2-dimension matrix is stored in node i and the column j is setting by
vector Vj for 1≤ j≤n.
the 3-dimension matrix is stored in node i and the j-th layer of FDMATi is
 FDMATi:
setting by matrix MATi for 1≤ j≤n.
 temp_FDMATi: the 2-dimension matrix is constructed by taking the major value of each jth layer of FDMATi, for 1≤j≤n and 1≤i≤n.
The majority value of node i.
 MAJi:
 Mab:
the value in temp_FDMATi represents the message transmitted through the
TM between nodes a and b.
 φ:
The default value, and φ∈{0, 1}.
There are three phases in FDC: message exchange phase, decision making phase and fault
detection phase. FDC can tolerate d dormant faults and m malicious faults which exist
simultaneously in the network, where m≤(n-d-3)/2, as if the nodes always work accurately
and TMs are fallible, and costs only two rounds of message exchanges to reach the consensus,
and only needs one additional round (the third round of message exchange) to detect and locate
the faulty TMs.
In the message exchange phase, nodes exchange messages to get enough information. In the
first round, each node i transmits its initial value vi through TMs, 1≤i≤n, and receives the initial
value vj from node j, for 1≤j≤n; and then constructs the vector Vi = [v1, v2,…, vj,…, vn]. If a
dormant TM, say TMik, was found, then vk in the vector Vi is replaced as λ, 1≤k≤n. In the second
round, each node i transmits a vector Vi to other nodes, 1≤i≤n, and then receives the vectors
transmitted by other nodes and constructs MATi, (Setting the vector Vj in column j, for 1≤j≤n).
If a dormant TM, say ik, was found, then Vk = [λ, ... λ,...λ ], 1≤k≤n. In the third round, each
node i transmits MATi to other nodes, and then receives the matrices transmitted by other nodes
and construct FDMATi, (Setting the matrix MATi in j-th layer of FDMATi, for 1≤j≤n. If a
dormant TM, say TMik, was found, then all the values of FDMATi is set to λ, 1≤k≤n.
In the decision making phase, each node i eliminate all λ in the MATi to lessen the influence
of faulty behavior, 1≤i≤n, and takes the majority value of each row k of MATi to be MAJk, for
1≤k≤n, If MAJk does not exist, then MAJk=¬vki. Finally the common value will be the majority
value of MAJk, for 1≤k≤n, if the majority value does not exist then the common value will be
the default value φ.
In the fault detection phase, each node i takes major value of each j-th layer of FDMATi to
construct temp_FDMATi, for 1≤j≤n and 1≤i≤n, then searches for each value in the
temp_DFMATi, if the value Mab in the temp_DFMATi is λ then the TM between node a and
node b is in dormant fault, 1≤a,b≤n. In FDC, the malicious faulty TMs are detected by two
cases.
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 Case 1: If the total number of columns in y-th layer of FDMATi which have different values
from the same column from temp_FDMATi is more than (n-d-3)/2, where 1≤y≤n.
Then the TM between node j and node y is in malicious fault. The reason is that if
the TM between node j and node y is in malicious fault, then the values in y-th layer
of FDMATj and values in j-th layer of FDMATy are arbitrary.
 Case 2: If the total number of columns in y-th layer of FDMATi which have different values
from the same column from temp_FDMAT is equal or lessen than (n-d-3)/2.
Then eliminate all λ to compare each y-th layer of FDMATi with temp_FDMATi
if the values in column x, 1≤x≤n, has different value from column x of
temp_FDMATi; then the TMs between node x and node y are in malicious fault.
The proposed protocol FDC is defined in Figure 1.
Protocol FDC(For node i with initial value vi,1≤ i ≤ n)
Message Exchange Phase:
Round 1: Transmit vi to all other nodes and receive the initial value vj from node j, for 1≤j≤n; and
then construct the vector Vi = [v1, v2, …, vj,…, vn], 1≤j≤n. If a dormant TM, say ik, was
found, then vk = λ.
Round 2: Transmit Vi, and then receive the vectors transmitted by other nodes and construct
MATi, for 1≤j≤n. If a dormant TM, say ik, was found, then Vk = [λ, ..., λ, ...λ].
Round 3: Transmit MATi, and then receive the matrices transmitted by other nodes and construct
FDMATi, for 1≤j≤n). If a dormant TM, say TMik, was found, then all the values of
FDMATi is set to λ .
Decision Making Phase:
Step 1: Eliminate all λ in the MATi to lessen the influence of faulty behavior, and take the
Step 2:

majority value of each row k of MATi to be MAJk, for 1≤k≤n
If MAJk does not exist, then MAJk = ¬vki,

Step 3:

DECi =majority value; if majority value does not exit then DECi = default value φ.

Fault Detection Phase:
Step 1: Taking major value of each j-th layer of FDMATi to construct temp_FDMATi
Step 2: Search for each value in the temp_DFMATi, if the value Mab in the temp_DFMATi is λ
then the TMs between node a and node b are in dormant fault.
Step 3: Case 1: Eliminate all λ to compare each y-th layer of FDMATi with temp_FDMATi ,if
the total number of columns in y-th layer of FDMATi which have different
values from the same column from temp_FDMATi is more than (n-d-3)/2,
where 1≤y ≤n.
The TMs between node a and node b are in malicious fault.
Case 2: Eliminate all λ to compare each y-th layer of FDMATi with temp_FDMATi if
the total number of columns in y-th layer of FDMATi which have different
values from the same column from temp_FDMAT is ≤(n-d-3)/2.
Eliminate all λ to compare each y-th layer of FDMATi with temp_FDMATi
if the values in column x, 1≤x≤n, has different value from column x of
temp_FDMATi; then the TMs between node x and node y are in malicious fault.

Figure 1. Protocol FDC to achieve fault detection with consensus.
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3. An Example of FDC Executing
In this section, an example for executing FDC is given. A WSN is shown in Figure 2, there
are five sensor nodes, the malicious TM is between node a and node d. The dormant TM is
between node d and node e. And, the initial value of each node is 0, 0, 0, 1, and 1 respectively.
In the messages exchange phase, each node i transmits its initial value vi to all other nodes
through the TMs in the first round, for a≤i≤e. The messages received by nodes a, b, c, d, and e
in the first round are illustrated in Figure 3(a). In the second round, each node does the same
step to construct the matrix MATi in Figure 3(b). In the third round, each node i transmits its
MATi to all other nodes through the TMs, where a≤i≤e to construct the FDMATi as shown in
Figure 4(a). In the decision making phase, the consensus is reached as 0.
In the fault detection phase, each node uses messages from the third round to construct
temp_FDMAT i as shown in Figure 4(b). By Step 2 and Step 3 in the fault detection phase, the
malicious TM which is between node a and node d and dormant TM which is between node d
and node e can be detected and located as shown in Figure 4(c).
a

b
: Dormant TM

e

: Malicious TM

c
d

Figure 2. An Example of WSN.
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Figure 3(a). The received messages of each node in the first round.
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Figure 3(b). The received messages of each node in the second round
By Step 1,2,3 in the decision making phase, DECi=0 for all i
Figure 3. An example of reaching agreement in WSN.
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Figure 4(a). To construct FDMATi for a≤i≤e.
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Figure 4(b). To construct temp_FDMATi for a≤i≤e.
By Step 2 in the fault detection phase, TM between node d and node e is in dormant fault.
By Step 3 in the fault detection phase, TM between node a and node d is in malicious fault.
Figure 4(c). The malicious faulty TM and dormant faulty TM are detected and located.
Figure 4. An example of fault detection phase.
4. The Correctness of FDC
In this section, the correctness of FDC is proved.
Lemma 1: Let the initial value of node i be vi and TMij is fault-free or dormant. Then, the
majority value at the i-th row in MATj should be vi.
Proof:
Case 1: TMij is fault-free, the node j will receive vi from node i in the first round and vij =
vi in MATj. Meanwhile, the value vi of node i is broadcasted to the other nodes.
There are at most (n-d-3)/2 malicious faulty TMs in the WSN. In the second
round, node j receives at least (n-d-1) - (n-d-3)/2 = (n-d+1)/2 vi‘s in the i-th
row of MATj , where d represents the number of λ which is eliminated during the
voting for a majority. Hence, at least (n-d+1)/2 vi‘s are in the i-th row, and the
majority value in the i-th row should equal vi.
Case 2-1: n is odd and TMij is dormant, the node j receives λ from node i in the first round
and vij = λ in MATj. Meanwhile, the value vi of node i is broadcasted to the other
nodes. There are at most (n-d-3)/2 malicious faulty TMs and d dormant TMs in
the WSN. After the second round, node j receives at least (d+1) λ's and at least
n-(d+1) - (n-d-3)/2 = (n-d+1)/2 vi‘s in the i-th row of MATj , where d denotes
the number of λ which is eliminated during the voting for a majority. If n is odd
then the majority required must be larger than (n-1-(d+1)+2)/2 = (n-d)/2.
Hence, there are n-(d+1) non-λ's and at least (n-d+1)/2 vi‘s in the i-th row.
Therefore, the majority value in the i-th row should equal vi.
Case 2-2: n is even and TMij is dormant. The node j receives λ from the node i in the first
round and vij = λ in MATj. Meanwhile, the value vi of node i is broadcasted to the
other nodes. There are at most (n-d-3)/2-1 malicious faulty TMs and d dormant
TMs in the WSN as if d≥1 and n is even. After the second round, node j receives
at least (d+1) λ's and at least n-(d+1)-((n-d-3)/2-1)=(n-d+1)/2+1 vi‘s in the ith row of MATj , where d represents the number of λ which is eliminated during
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the voting for a majority. Hence, there are n-(d+1) non-λ's and at least (nd+1)/2+1 (larger than (n-1-(d+1)+2)/2=(n-d)/2 the majority required when
n is even) vi‘s in the i-th row. Therefore, the majority value in the i-th row should
equal vi.
Lemma 2: If the initial value of node i is vi, then the majority value at the i-th row of MATj,
1≤ i,j ≤ n, should be either vi or cannot be determined with vij = φ regardless of the
fault-free condition of TMij.
Proof:
By Lemma 1, when TMij is fault-free or dormant, the majority value of the i-th row
in node j is vi, for 1≤i,j≤n. When TMij is under the influence of malicious fault,
there are two cases after running the first round are considered.
Case 1:
vij = vi
Since there are at most (n-d-3)/2 malicious faulty TMs connected to node j, at
most (n-d-3)/2 values that may be ¬vi in the second round. The number of vi‘s is
(n-d)-(n-d-3)/2 = (n-d+1)/2 in the i-th row where d denotes the number of λ's
which is eliminated during the voting for a majority. Therefore, the majority of the
i-th row in MATj is vi.
Case 2: vij =φ
There are at most (n-d-3)/2 malicious faulty TMs. Therefore, in the second round,
the total number of φ does not exceed (n-d-3)/2+1=(n-d-1)/2 and the number of
vi‘s is at least (n-d-1)-(n-d+1)/2= (n-d-1)/2. If n-d-1 is an even number, then
(n-d-1)/2 = (n-d-1)/2, the majority of the i-th row in MATj cannot be
determined. If c-d is an odd number, then (n-d-1)/2>(n-d-1)/2. Hence, the
majority of the i-th row in MATj is vi.
Corollary 1: For all fault-free nodes, their value MAJi shall equal to the initial value of node
i respectively for all i as if m≤(n-d-3)/2.
Proof:
By Lemma 2, if the initial value of node i is v, then the majority value MAJi =
majority value in (vi1, vi2,…, , vin) at the i-th row of MATi, 1≤i,j≤n, always be v
regardless the fault-free condition of TMij. The Corollary 1 is proved.
Corollary 2: For all fault-free nodes, the value Mjk of temp_FDMAT shall equal to the value
MAJj which is received from node j after the first round of message exchange
by nodes j for 1≤j,k≤n as if m≤(n-d-3)/2.
Proof:
By Corollary 1, every node uses a value v to start the protocol and to make the
value MAJi equal to the initial value v of node i respectively for all i. The initial
value is the value before starting the first round. At the second round, each node
uses n values v1, v2, …, vn to initiate the protocol simultaneously. That means the
second round can be treated as n times of running the first round of message
exchange, and the initial value v for each node is replaced by v1, v2, …, vn
respectively. By the same reasons of Corollary 1, the value Mjk of temp_FDMAT
shall equal to the value vj which is received from all nodes k respectively for
1≤j,k≤n as if m≤(n-d-3)/2.
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Theorem 1: At the phase of reaching consensus, the protocol FDC can make all fault-free
nodes reach a consensus as if m≤(n-d-3)/2.
Proof:
(1) Consensus: If a fault-free node computes a majority value of vector [v1, v2, …, vn], then
all fault-free nodes compute the same majority value.
By Corollary 1, all fault-free nodes compute and treat the same value MAJi to be the initial
value of node i respectively for all i as if m≤(n-d-3)/2 after two rounds of message
exchanges. By the protocol FDC, all fault-free nodes agree on the majority value of vector
[v1, …, vi, …, vn] = majority value of vector [MAJ1, ..., MAJi, ..., MAJn], then all fault-free
nodes compute the same majority value due to every MAJi computed by every fault-free
node is the same.
(2) Validity: If the initial value of node i is vi then the i-th element to be agreed on in the
common
value
should
be
vi.
By Corllary 1, for all fault-free nodes, their value MAJi shall equal to the initial value v of
node i respectively for all i as if m≤(n-d-3)/2. Due to the value MAJi is the i-th element
of the vector [MAJ1, ..., MAJi, ...,MAJn] which are computed by all fault-free nodes, and then
the common value should be the majority value of vector [MAJ1, ..., MAJi, ...,MAJn].
Lemma 3: All dormant TMs can be detected and located by all fault-free nodes.
Proof:
By Corollary 1, the value MAJi of [MAJ1, ..., MAJi, ...,MAJn] is the initial value of
node i respectively for every fault-free node i as if m≤(n-d-3)/2. And by Corollary
2, the values Mjk of temp_FDMAT shall equal to the value received from node j
after the first round of message exchange by nodes j for 1 ≤j,k≤n. Therefore, if the
value Mjk of temp_FDMAT is λ implies the TM between node j and node k is in
dormant fault.
Lemma4: All malicious TMs can be detected and located by all fault-free nodes.
Proof:
By Corollary 1, the value MAJi of [MAJ1, ..., MAJi, ...,MAJn] is the initial value of
node i respectively for every fault-free node i as if m≤(n-d-3)/2. And by Corollary
2, the values Mjk of temp_FDMAT shall equal to the value received from node j
after the first round of message exchange by nodes j for 1≤j,k≤n. Therefore, all λ
can be eliminated to compare each j-th layer of FDMAT with temp_FDMAT if the
values in column y have different values from column y of temp_FDMATi where
1≤y≤n that implies the TMs between the node j and node y is in malicious fault.
Theorem 2: FDC can make all fault-free nodes detect/locate a common set of faulty
components if the components failed during the reaching of consensus.
Proof:
By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, Theorem 2 has been proved.
Theorem 3: FDC can solve the FDA problem.
Proof:
(1) Agreement: By Theorem 2, the constraint can be met by protocol FDC.
(2) Fairness: A faulty component will falsify a message at least at the first round or at
second round, which will emerge as results of Mjk for 1≤j,k≤n. That means
the faulty components shall be detected as fault-free by any fault-free node
through comparing Mjk. On the other hand, if a fault-free component is falsely
detected as faulty by any fault-free node that means the related Mjk is different
with the original value of the fault-free component. It is contradicted with the
definition of a fault-free component.
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5. Conclusion
WSN is crucial for the future of IoT since they cover a wide application range essential for
the IoT. They are a network of small, wireless, ad hoc sensor nodes also called motes, which
are interconnected and deployed in an area of interest (e.g. home, forest, battlefield, etc.) [12].
Therefore, WSN can be used in a wide range of application scenarios, like military, healthcare,
environment, home, etc.
To achieve high reliability in a WSN of IoT, a mechanism that allows a set of nodes to reach
a common agreement, even in the presence of faulty components, is needed. Traditionally, the
consensus problem was visited in a distributed system with the assumption of the fallible
component is node only and failure type of faulty components is malicious only. Hence, some
of the innocent nodes are treated as the faulty components [13] and the failure type of faulty
components is malicious only is also not reasonable. And most of previous results cannot detect
and locate the faulty components.
In this study, the consensus problem is revised on an unreliable network with dual failure
mode, the proposed protocol can tolerate/detect/locate the faulty components in a WSN. That
is, the protocol FDC can solve the consensus problem with dual failure mode in a fallible WSN.
Using FDC, it only needs two rounds of message exchanges to reach the consensus and only
needs one additional round (the third-round of messages exchange) to detect and locate
maximum number of faulty TMs, m≤(n-d-3)/2, even the TMs with dual failure mode.
Actually, the proposed protocol only costs the minimum rounds of message exchanges and
tolerates/detects/locates maximum number of TMs by allowing dual failure mode in a WSN.
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